The new method presented by B. Bremond and J. G. Valatin is generalized which attache~ four body correlation to the Bogoliubov transformation. The generalization carried in this paper is similar to that from the Bogoliubov transformation to the generalized Bogoliubov one. We find a criterion of whether a trial ground state vector has an essential feature of four body correlation or it is like that of the generalized Bogoliubov transformation.
First, we shall briefly review and compare several methods of particle number non~conserving canonical transformations.
It is well known that the Bogoliubov transformation 1 > is very useful in order to deal with the many fermion system with a certain type of pairing interactions. It is a unitary*> transformation which diagonalizes the approximate Hamiltonian linearized w·ith respect to the states of the Bardeen, Cooper and Schriefer's type. 2 > It is expressed by (1·1) where the coefficients f)i are real numbers and the single particle states i and (-i) are specially correlated (e.g. the states with momentum It-and (-k) In the theory of superconductivity).
One of the defects of the Bogoliubov transformation (B.T.) is that we should know beforehand wbich states are strongly paired, and another is that it cannot deal with more than one interfering pairs· on the same footing simulc taneously, e.g. the system with not only proton-proton but also proton-neutron interactions.
Attempts have been made to correct these defects through the invention of the generalized Bogoliubov transformation where the matrix ()iJ is antisymmetric and CfJiJ is antihermitic. The structure of Ua.B is determined up to the algebra which commutes with the linearized Hamil tonian.' 7 ) It is proved In this situation Bremond and Valatin 11 ) proposed recently a different extension of the B.T. through inclusion of four body correlation. Their transformation (B.V.T.) reads*) as + (other elements of algebra associated with those explicitly written)}, ( 1· 7) where ()/. and· ()CT are real and it is assumed that single particle states are specified by the quantum number [ (6', i) 
In the state vectors constructed by the B.V.T., the four body wave functions are included, which are independent of the two body ones,. while the four body correlated terms in UBI O) and U a.B I 0) come out only as the products of two body correlations. Thus, the four body correlation of a limited type can certainly *l The complete algebraic form of Us. v is found in the Appendix of ~he reference 11). be included, but because of the specia] form of the transformation (1· 7), there still remain the same defects as mentioned above in the Bogoliubov transformation, i.e. we do not know how to select the states (i, -i) (see also § 2.2).
If we, for example, assign 1 to proton and 2 to neutron, most of the effects of n-p interaction disappear (e.g. no contribution to pairing potential).
Therefore we here attempt to generalize the Bogoliubov transformation in two ways as above-mentioned simultaneously.*) A natural extension in this direction would be
but too much complexities are brought in if i runs over many states. Thus we are led to a simpler one, The relation between U and U B. v is not so simple as that between U a.B and UB given in Eq. (1·5). We shall discuss it in §2.
Two methods have been developed to calculate (except the above-mentioned arbitrariness) the parameters in these transformations. One of them is the variational method (such as of Bardeen, Cooper and Schriefer 2 l) for state vector coefficients or density matrix, pairing tensor and others. The other is to introduce the quasiparticle by means of elimination of so-called dangerous terms. For the B.V.T. and the G.B.V.T., the variational method is preferable which, however, may become a little tedious since we should find not only the ground state but also the excited state wave functions. We formulate the G.B.V.T. and study the difference between the trial state vector of the G.B.T. and that of the G.B.V.T. (especially as to four body correlation and volume dependence), and also the relation between U B.v and U in § 2. Then we apply this method to the system witl1 a charge independent pairing interaction and study the consequence of proton-neutron interaction to the usual pairing between the same kind of particles by this model in § 3. § 2. Formulation of the generalized Bremond-Valatin transformation
Formulation
As is described In § 1, the G.B.V.T. IS expressed by with U=exp S,
+ (other elements of algebra associated with those explicitly written),
where fJtj and (/J/j are both real antisymmetric tensors and other coefficients are also real (see the Appendix). These restrictions will be discussed later.
Then the trial state vector of even particles is given by m= II<D"IO) (3) space. This is the reason why we restrict the Lie algebra (2 · 2) to the antihermitic operators with real coefficients. Because of the indefiniteness of the particle number of the trial state (2 · 3), a chemical potential A.i should be introduced. Now we should treat the Hamiltonian (2 ·10) with YJIC = e/C-A.i, subject to the condition that the expectation values of number of the same kind of particles are given one. Now the expectation value W of the Hamiltonian 11 is found out to be ~r=<H)
To find the minimum of W, we vary the coefficients where a IS a column vector (written in row form to save the space). The matrix elements of !}{ are given by
Equation (2 ·13) is a non-linear self-consistent one sine~ utj and fJ.tj are also functions of a,.' (o' ~o). which corresponds to the quantity r of reference 11), and will be called "discriminant".*) Since (0\D\0)=0, the discriminant D for the state (2·23) also vanishes. Thus we have proved the above statement.
On the contrary, the commutators (2 · 24) . (The proof will be given in the Appendix.) This fact gives us the criterion whether all solutions of the variational equation (2 · 13) can be obtained by the simpler transformation (2 · 24) from the eigenstates of the free Hamiltonian, but unfortunately the condition of D invariance is 'represented by a set of a great number of equations (36 for each o) for the solutions a'<i) of the variational equation. One of them is that the discriminant D vanishes, only to which we restrict our attention afterwards.
Further the trial ground state vector with D= 0 has just the same structure as that of the G.B.T. In fact, we can construct the quasiparticle operator ~ by U G.B for the ground state (j)u with D = 0 as follows : We write the quasiparticle annihilation operator as
and define the antisymmetric tensor 8 = (fJi 1 ) by an equation *l The word "discriminant" used here has no relation to that in mathematics.
(2 ·29) (a 1~b1 *b 2 *+a 3~b /b 4 *)/0), and the condition D=O into a1~a 3~ = 0, and we choose the transformation T1 (a) with a1~ = 0 for Eq. (2 · 32). Using the definition of 8, the condition D=O and the identity we obtain relations Thus the condition D= 0 means that the same state with D= 0 is given both by u~.B and by U, but u is not necessarily equivalent to u~.B· When D= 0 and U=!=U~.n, there are two interpretations. The first is that every state has four body correlation, and the second is that the ground state has not four body correlation, but some of the excited states have four quasiparticle correlation (where the quasiparticle is determined by U ~-B). This is only the question of terminology, but because of complexity of identification between U and U ~.n, we shall take the second point of view.
On the contrary we cannot construct quasiparticles by the transformation Uc;.u for the trial ground state with D~O which usually has four body correlation. In this case this new method has essential differences from the G.B.T. Thus we have a special interest in whether the discriminant D vanishes or not.
Here we should remark that the G.B.V.T. is reduced into the G.B.T. when we deal with an infinite system,*l the last term of Eq. Finally we make some remarks on the diagonal form of the linearized Hamiltonian. When we find the transformation U and 'define the quasiparticle operators and their number operators as we obtain the diagonal form Now let us study some consequences of n-p interaction to the usual like particle pairing scheme by means of the G.B.V.T. For this purpose we consider a simple model, i.e. a spherical nucleus not only with p-p and n-n pairing Interactions but also with n-p pairing one in a charge independent manner.
The Hamiltonian of the system is given by
rrp (a;P+ a(J"P+ + a:P-arrp-) (J"
where Nv and ~£ are proton and neutron number operators, and + anddenote the upward and downward directions of jz, and (J denotes the quantum numbers (n, j, l, I ml) of the single particle states. The pairing of the type (3 · 2) means the j-j coupling pair like Kisslinger and Sorensen's/ 2 > and the coupling strength is given by
G ((J, (J') = G ((J', (J)
( _) .irr+Jrr, -lma-1-lmrr,f • . . r • • V ( 2 j(J"+ 1 ) ( 2 j(J", + 1 )(;(J";(J"J = OT= 1lv I }rr' }rr'J = OT= 1). (3 ·3)
Their force is G ((J, (J') = ( -) .irr+.frrt-lmrrl-lmrr'lg
where g is a negative coupling constant (which they call -G).
From the symmetries of the Hamiltonian it .is convenient to write the trial state vector of even particles as follows : . Unless a= {3 = 0, the eigenvector belonging to the eigenvalue Y is formally given as follows: (i) in the case a=I=O a 1 
From Eqs. (3 ·15), (3 ·16), (3 ·17) and (3 ·18), the discriminant becomes
Therefore, the discriminant D vanishes for any eigenvalue when and only when the following relation holds,*l I.e. The ground state comes out to be For r;' = 0, the two solutions are degenerate. The qualitative behaviour of the ground state wave function is shown in fig. 1 . 
These equations are not inconsistent with the condition f1 2 = 11t Next we consider the odd particle states. From Eq. (2 ·17 Now we have obtained the whole eigenvalues of the linearized Hamiltonian (3 · 26), which are listed in Table I . 
3·2 Discussions
Our model Hamiltonian (3 · 2) with r;P = r;n is very simple and special, but it may give us some insight into the consequences of n-p interaction. Moreover it may represent some important aspects of residual interaction in analogy with Kissliger and Sorensen's work. 12 ) We have shown that if the linearized Hamiltonian has symmetries r; P = rJn and /1} = 2/lp/ln, the ground state vector has the same structure as that of the G.B.T., i.e. it has no four body correlation. This condition /11 2 = 2/lp/ln is not inconsistent with the pairing potential equation, although other solutions besides the normal solution (/1 = f1 1 = 0) may be possible (the general equation is a little more complex than Eq. (3 · 25) ) .
Unfortunately we cannot easily decide which solution of the pairing potential equations just corresponds to the minimum energy (physical solution).
Such being the case, we have limited our discussions to the simple but not trivial case /1 1 2 = 2, /lp/ln=/=0. Another argument for choosing this condition has already been given in § 3.1.
Equation ( is not the same as that in the B.T. 15 ) Next we investigate the energy spectrum given in Table I . For simplicity, we consider the case of r;'>O. (The same discussion is available for r;' <O.)
There are two kinds of single quasiparticle exci.tation energy such as
;, ) . In spite of D= 0, the energy spectra given in Table I are not represented by the addition of single quasiparticle energies E 1 and E 2 • As is mentioned in § 2. 2, this fact is due to the G-term in the linearized Hamiltonian (3 · 26).
According to K.S., the order of magnitude of the relevant quantities for Ni isotopes has been estimated as I should like to thank Professor M. Nogami for his helpful advices, critical reading of this manuscript and continuous encouragement. I am grateful to Dr. A. Arima for his helpful advices and suggestions. Special thanks are due to Mr. K. Yazaki for detailed discussions which threw light on the problem and invoked my ideas. I also wish to acknowledge the members of the colloquium held at our institute.
. 
Even if sorne of (i, i) are identical with some of (k, l), such antihermitean operator can be written by the combination of the above operators, as to example (A·5)
Using the relations (A· 4) and (A· 2), we can obtain all bases of algebra by a sequence of commutations starting from the operators explicitly written In Eq. (2·2).
Finally we prove that the D-invariant transformation group is just that of the transformation (2 · 24). l\;lore precisely the former is isomorphic with the proper real orthogonal transformations in the 8-dimensional a= (a, a1 2 , a 13 , a 14 , {i, a4s, a24, a32) space (For the regular form of the following J matrix, the phase and arrangement of the components of a are changed from Eq. where X and Y are 4-dimensional real anti symmetric matrices, since t £1 +A= 0 and t AJ + J A = 0. The vector space constructed by the set of matrices il is 12-dimensional, and it certainly contains the 12 linear independent matrices Nii and Bij· Therefore, the D invariant transformation group is just the group of the transformati0n U a.B, whose bases of the algebra are Nij and Bij·
